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This book delves into the field of immobilizing biologically
active and non-active molecules. It discusses the designing
strategy of immobilization and the current state-of-the-art
applications for advancing biomedical, agricultural,
environmental and industrial practices. It focuses on aspects
ranging from fundamental principles to current technological
advances at multi-scale levels (macro, micro, and nano)
which are suitable for cell, enzyme, and nano-catalyst based
applications. Written by experts from across the globe, the
contents deal with illustrated examples of molecular and
cellular interactions with materials/scaffolds and discussions
on factors that can affect the functionality and yield of the
process. With its discussions on material science, design of
delivery vehicles, separation science, additive manufacturing,
agriculture and environmental science, this book will be a
useful reference for researchers across multiple disciplines.
When the size and the shape of materials are reduced to the
nanoscale dimension, their physical and chemical properties
can change dramatically. This book demonstrates the
controlled size and shape of nanostructured materials and
their applications. The applications cover photocatalysts,
biomedicals, nanomaterials, fuel cells and supercapacitors,
lithium-ion batteries, light-emitting diodes, and field emission
display. This book may be the first to clearly point out the
relationship between the size and the structure of the
materials, which strongly affects their properties.
Understanding these control parameters has important
technological implications for energy conversion and storage,
biotechnology, lighting and display, and so forth.
Photonanotechnology for Therapeutics and Imaging surveys
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major concepts and recent advances in the use of
photonanotechnology with nanomaterials reported in various
interdisciplinary fields, including chemistry, materials science,
biomedical engineering and biomedicine. This book discusses
the impact of this technology on the advancement of
therapeutic modalities and imaging methods in cancers,
infectious diseases and other serious diseases.
Photonanotechnology studies the design principle, application
and development of photoactive nanomaterials. It applies
light-controlled strategies for the development of
nanotherapeutics, imaging agents and diagnostic
nanodevices. Provides the latest information on
photocontrolled drug delivery systems Details how
photoactive nanomaterials are designed to release reactive
oxygen species (ROS) for photodynamic therapy (PDT)
Explains how photoactive nanomaterials have the ability to
induce surface plasmonic heating for photothermal
therapeutic (PTT) effects
This book discusses fabrication of functionalized gold
nanoparticles (GNPs) and multifunctional nanocomposites,
their optical properties, and applications in biological studies.
This is the very first book of its kind to comprehensively
discuss published data on in vitro and in vivo biodistribution,
toxicity, and uptake of GNP by mammalian cells providing a
systematization of data over the GNP types and parameters,
their surface functionalization, animal and cell models. As
distinct from other related books, Gold Nanoparticles in
Biomedical Applications discusses the immunological
properties of GNPs and summarizes their applications as an
antigen carrier and adjuvant in immunization for the
preparation of antibodies in vivo. Although the potential of
GNPs in nanobiotechnology has been recognized for the past
decade, new insights into the unique properties of
multifunctional nanostructures have recently emerged. With
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these developments in mind, this book unites ground
breaking experimental data with a discussion of hybrid
nanoparticle systems that combine different nanomaterials to
create multifunctional structures. These novel hybrids
constitute the material basis of theranostics, bringing together
the advanced properties of functionalized GNPs and
composites into a single multifunctional nanostructure with
simultaneous diagnostic and therapeutic functions. Such
nanohybrids can be physically and chemically tailored for a
particular organ, disease, and patient thus making
personalized medicine available.
This book provides in-depth reviews of the effects of
nanoparticles on the soil environment, their interactions with
plants and also their potential applications as nanofertilizers
and pesticides. It offers insights into the current trends and
future prospects of nanotechnology, including the benefits
and risks and the impact on agriculture and soil ecosystems.
Individual chapters explore topics such as nanoparticle
biosynthesis, engineered nanomaterials, the use of nanoclays
for remediation of polluted sites, nanomaterials in water
desalination, their effect on seed germination, plant growth,
and nutrient transformations in soil, as well as the use of
earthworms as bioremediating agents for nanoparticles. It is a
valuable resource for researchers in academia and industry
working in the field of agriculture, crop protection, plant
sciences, applied microbiology, soil biology and
environmental sciences.
This book describes the latest research on
nanopolysaccharides in the development of functional
materials, from their preparation, properties and functional
modifications to the architecture of diverse functional
materials. Polysaccharide-based nanoparticles, including
nanocellulose, nanochitin, and nanostarch have attracted
interest in the field of nanoscience, nanotechnology, and
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materials science that encompasses various industrial
sectors, such as biomedicine, catalyst, coating, energy,
optical materials, environmental materials, construction
materials, and antibacterial materials. This book establishes a
fundamental framework, highlighting the architecture
strategies of typical functional systems based on
nanopolysaccharides and integrated analysis of their
significant influence and properties to various functional
behaviors of materials, to help readers to fully understand the
fundamental features of nanopolysaccharides and functional
materials. Addressing the potential for practical applications,
the book also covers the related industrial interests and
reports on highly valued products from nanopolysaccharides,
providing ideas for future studies in the area. Intended both
for academics and professionals who are interested in
nanopolysaccharides, it is also a valuable resource for
postgraduate students, researchers, and engineers involved
in R&D of natural polymers, nanotechnology, and functional
materials.
The book, Nanorods and Nanocomposites aims to provide
the reader with an overview of the recent advances made on
the synthesis of nanorods and nanocomposites and their
emerging applications for a better lifestyle. The nanorods are
a surprising gift to materials science from the research field of
nanoscale materials. Nanorods promise to serve as a building
block of the next-generation electronic and optoelectronic
devices. Nanocomposite materials are multiphase solid
materials that have one organic or inorganic
nanoarchitectured compound with various nanostructures,
such as nanoparticles, nanowires, nanorods, and nano-films,
etc., or with multiphase solid materials (metals, oxides,
polymers, and carbon). Due to the progressive physical,
chemical, electrical, thermal, optical, electrochemical, and
catalytic properties of nanocomposites, they exhibit multiPage 4/23
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functional characteristics in a variety of engineering
applications such as piezoelectrics, thermoresistors, sensors,
energy-related technologies, water purification catalysts,
electro-photonics, and so on. Despite the wide variety of
applications due to their unique nanostructures, the
fabrication of nanocomposites and the realization of their
applications in different fields remains a challenging task. The
focus of this book is to provide a platform for presentation of
the latest knowledge and recent progress in synthesis,
functionalization, and applications of nanocomposite
materials. It is expected that this book presents the most
attractive and versatile technological developments in the
field of nanorods and nanocomposite materials and their
applications that will provide a better understanding of the
currently ongoing research in related fields.

The first book-length treatment of an exciting new
technology, this volume explains the principles
behind induced plasmonic current. With contributions
by the world's leading scientists in this area, it details
how this important discovery might be used to better
understand solar energy conversion; to detect and
quantify DNA more quickly and accurately; to
enhance the use of fluorescence microscopy; and to
enhance the timeliness and accuracy of digital
immunoassays. It is a key work for researchers and
students in the field of plasmonics and fluorescence.
Inorganic nanoparticles are among the most
investigated objects nowadays, both in fundamental
science and in various technical applications. In this
book the physical properties of nanowires formed by
nanoparticles with elongated shape, i.e. rod-like or
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wire-like, are described. The transition in the
physical properties is analyzed for nanorods and
nanowires consisting of spherical and rod-like
nanoparticles. The physical properties of nanowires
and elongated inorganic nanoparticles are reviewed
too. The optical, electrical, magnetic, mechanical
and catalytic properties of nanowires consisting of
semiconductors, noble and various other metals,
metal oxides properties and metal alloys are
presented. The applications of nanorods and
nanowires are discussed in the book.
There is a continuous exchange of ideas taking
place at the border of the biological and physical
sciences in many areas of nanoscience.
Nanotechnology uses biomimetic or bio-inspired
processes to produce nanosized materials for
applications in biology and other fields. In return, the
fruits of nanotechnology are applied to expanding
areas of biomedical and therapeutic processes, such
as new nanostructures and scaffolds for tissue
engineering or targeted drug delivery. In this way,
nanobiotechnology serves as a bridge between nano
and bio, with nanoscale materials providing the
building blocks for the construction of the "bridge."
Nanobiomaterials: Development and Applications
gives you a broad, interdisciplinary view of current
developments as well as new findings and
applications in bionanomaterials. The book brings
together the work of international contributors who
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are actively engaged at the forefront of research in
their respective disciplines. Organized into four
parts, this book explores the preparation and
characterization of nanomaterials, new preparation
routes of soft nanomaterials using biomolecules,
nano- and microscale hybridization of materials, and
nanotoxicity. The contributors cover a diverse set of
topics, including: Biomimetic synthesis Bioimaging
and cancer diagnosis Photodynamic therapy
Bioconjugated carbon nanotube DNA transfection
and tumor targeting Magnetically induced
hyperthermia Cytotoxity mechanisms and their
potential use in therapy Virus-enabled manufacturing
of functional nanomaterials Biocatalitic nanosystems
and enzyme immobilization Tissue engineering The
fabrication of hybrid microswimmers Bionanomaterial
applications in environmental remediation Each
chapter is richly illustrated and includes an extensive
list of references to guide you toward further
research. Combining bionanomaterial development
and applications, the book clearly demonstrates the
importance of these materials to biotechnology,
biomedicine, and environmental remediation. It
offers an accessible overview for students, industrial
researchers, pharmaceutical innovators, medical and
public health personnel, environmental scientists and
engineers, and anyone interested in this
interdisciplinary field.
This volume originates from the proceedings of a
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multidisciplinary conference, Techno-Societal 2016
in Maharashtra, India, that brings together faculty
members of various engineering colleges to solve
Indian regional relevant problems under the
guidance of eminent researchers from various
reputed organizations. The focus is on technologies
that help develop and improve society, in particular
on issues such as the betterment of differently abled
people, environment impact, livelihood, rural
employment, agriculture, healthcare, energy,
transport, sanitation, water, education. This
conference aims to help innovators to share their
best practices or products developed to solve
specific local problems which in turn may help the
other researchers to take inspiration to solve
problems in their region. On the other hand,
technologies proposed by expert researchers may
find applications in different regions. This back and
forth process for local-global interaction will help in
solving local problems by global approach and help
in solving global problems by improving local
conditions.
This book presents recent developments in the field
of biosensors and their applications in healthcare.
Topics include aptasensors for the detection of
environmental contaminants, disease-causing
pathogens, molecularly imprinted polymers for the
detection of genetic materials, infectious diseases, in
vivo monitoring of key molecules, functional
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nanoparticles targeted to specific tumor cells for
detection as well as imaging.
This book introduces the latest advances made in
both fundamental studies and potential applications
of upconversion nanomaterials, particularly in the
field of high-resolution in vitro bioanalysis and in vivo
imaging. This book starts with the synthesis and
characterization, and focuses on applications
ranging from materials science to biology. Above all,
it describes cutting-edge advances in upconversion
nanophosphor (UCNP)-based applications in
multiplexed encoding, guest delivery and release
systems, photodynamic therapy (PDT), solar cells,
photocatalysis and so on. The major barriers that
currently prevent UCNPs from being used in
mainstream applications are also presented in detail.
This book is specifically designed to provide
information about various nanocarriers currently
developed under the emerging field of
nanotheranostics for a sustained, controlled, and
targeted co-delivery of diagnostic and therapeutic
agents. Diverse theranostic applications of
nanotechnology and their limitations are also
addressed. It integrates nanobiotechnology with
theranostic applications. The combined term
nanotheranostics has diverse application particularly
in chemotherapy and other infectious
diseases.Among other topics addressed are
antimicrobial resistance, targeting intra-cellular
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pathogens, viruses and bacteria, chemotherapy,
cancer therapeutics, and inflammatory disorders.
This interdisciplinary volume is essential for a
diverse group of readers including
nanotechnologists, microbiologists, biotechnologists,
bioengineering and bioprocess industry.
Aiding researchers seeking to eliminate multi-step
procedures, reduce delays in treatment and ease patient
care, Cancer Theranostics reviews, assesses, and makes
pertinent clinical recommendations on the integration of
comprehensive in vitro diagnostics, in vivo molecular imaging,
and individualized treatments towards the personalization of
cancer treatment. Cancer Theranostics describes the
identification of novel biomarkers to advance molecular
diagnostics of cancer. The book encompasses new molecular
imaging probes and techniques for early detection of cancer,
and describes molecular imaging-guided cancer therapy.
Discussion also includes nanoplatforms incorporating both
cancer imaging and therapeutic components, as well as
clinical translation and future perspectives. Supports
elimination of multi-step approaches and reduces delays in
treatments through combinatorial diagnosis and therapy Fully
assesses cancer theranostics across the emergent field, with
discussion of biomarkers, molecular imaging, imaging guided
therapy, nanotechnology, and personalized medicine Content
bridges laboratory, clinic, and biotechnology industries to
advance biomedical science and improve patient
management
Nanoplasmonics is one of the most important growth areas of
this century. It is part of nano-optics and nanophotonics and
deals with oscillations of electrons in metallic nanoparticles
and nanostructures. Also, it is a multidisciplinary subject
covering atomic, molecular, and solid-state physics, as well
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as much of chemistry. Nanoplasmonics makes it possible to
combine the nanoscale properties of smart devices with their
optical frequencies of operation. Nanoplasmonics presents,
for the first time, both the physical principles and
mathematical descriptions of main nanoplasmonic effects that
now are scattered over thousands of research articles.
Importantly, it contains many methods, accompanied by
diagrams, for fast estimations and calculations of main
properties of nanoparticles of very different shapes and their
clusters. It also presents the most important applications of
nanoplasmonics, including in medicine, nanolasers,
electronics, perfect lenses, and invisibility cloaks.
This book presents the environmental benefits of
nanomaterials in agriculture, water purification and
nanomedicine. Nanotechnology will modify the environment
both in a positive and negative way. On the one hand, new
nanomaterials are promising for reducing greenhouse gases,
cleaning toxic wastes and building alternative energy sources.
On the other hand, some toxic nanoparticles enter and
disrupt ecosystems. Therefore, research should focus on the
sustainable use of nanomaterials to avoid environmental
contamination. This volume is the first of several volumes on
Environmental Nanotechnology, which will be published in the
series Environmental Chemistry for a Sustainable World.
This book discusses future trends and developments in
electron device packaging and the opportunities of nano and
bio techniques as future solutions. It describes the effect of
nano-sized particles and cell-based approaches for
packaging solutions with their diverse requirements. It offers a
comprehensive overview of nano particles and nano
composites and their application as packaging functions in
electron devices. The importance and challenges of threedimensional design and computer modeling in nano
packaging is discussed; also ways for implementation are
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described. Solutions for unconventional packaging solutions
for metallizations and functionalized surfaces as well as new
packaging technologies with high potential for industrial
applications are discussed. The book brings together a
comprehensive overview of nano scale components and
systems comprising electronic, mechanical and optical
structures and serves as important reference for industrial
and academic researchers.
Atomic force microscopes are very important tools for the
advancement of science and technology. This book provides
an introduction to the microscopes so that scientists and
engineers can learn both how to use them, and what they can
do.
This Brief focuses on the synthesis, functionalization
techniques, optical properties and biomedical application of
gold nanostars (GNS). Various facilities of gold nanostars
synthesis as well as functionalization of GNS with PEG,
organic dyes, bioactive compounds are discussed. The
authors discuss physical origin of the Localized Surface
Plasmon Resonances and the way the nano-environment
affects them. The implication of the LSPR of gold nanostars
surface enhanced Raman scattering is also discussed. The
emphasis has been done on the application of GNS for
current and emerge needs of medicine, biology and
pharmacy. Moreover, properties of gold nanostars as contrast
agents for in vivo imaging and interaction of GNS with cells
are also discussed in this Brief.
Our society depends heavily on metals. They are ubiquitous
construction materials, critical interconnects in integrated
circuits, common coinage materials, and more. Excitingly,
new uses for metals are emerging with the advent of
nanoscience, as metal crystals with nanoscale dimensions
can display new and tunable properties. The optical and
photothermal properties of metal nanocrystals have led to
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cancer diagnosis and treatment platforms now in clinical
trials, while, at the same time, the ability to tune the surface
features of metal nanocrystals are giving rise to designer
catalysts that enable more sustainable use of precious
resources. These are just two examples of how metal
nanocrystals are addressing important social needs. Readers
will have: Varied levels of familiarity with the topic of metal
nanocrystals A background in chemistry, physics, biology,
any number of engineering fields, or even an interdisciplinary
framework. Considering this diversity of familiarity and
backgrounds, as authors we put high emphasis on structureproperty correlation and the emergent applications that arise
from such fundamental understanding. We were inspired to
contribute this book in response to the common refrain from
students that this topic or research area “looks so cool” or
“seems exciting” but is quickly followed up with hesitations
about whether or not they are capable of research in the field
because they “lack the appropriate background”.

This book consists of 4 volumes containing about 70
chapters covering all the major aspects of the growing
area of nanomedicine. Leading scientists from 15
countries cover all major areas of nanobiomedical
research materials for nanomedicine, application of
nanomedicine in therapy of various diseases, use of
nanomedicines for diagnostic purposes, technology of
nanomedicines, and new trends in nanobiomedical
research. This is the first detailed handbook specifically
addressing various aspects of nanobiomedicine.
Readers are treated to cutting-edge research and the
newest data from leading researchers in this
area.Contents: "Materials for Nanomedicine: "Liposomal
Nanomedicines "(Amr S Abu Lila, Tatsuhiro Ishida and
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Theresa M Allen)"Solid Lipid Nanoparticles for
Biomedical Applications "(Karsten Mader)"Micellar
Nanopreparations for Medicine "(Rupa Sawant and Aditi
Jhaveri)"Nanoemulsions in Medicine "(William B Tucker
and Sandro Mecozzi)"Drug Nanocrystals and
Nanosuspensions in Medicine "(Leena Peltonen, Jouni
Hirvonen and Timo Laaksonen)"Polymeric Nanosystems
for Integrated Image-Guided Cancer Therapy "(Amit
Singh, Arun K Iyer and Mansoor M Amiji)"PolysaccharideBased Nanocarriers for Drug Delivery "(Carmen Teijeiro,
Adam McGlone, Noemi Csaba, Marcos Garcia-Fuentes
and Maria J Alonso)"Dendrimers for Biomedical
Applications "(Lisa M Kaminskas, Victoria M McLeod,
Seth A Jones, Ben J Boyd and Christopher J H
Porter)"Layer-by-Layer Nanopreparations for Medicine
Smart Polyelectrolyte Multilayer Capsules and Coatings
"(Rawil F Fakhrullin, Gleb B Sukhorukov and Yuri M
Lvov)"Inorganic Nanopreparations for Nanomedicine
"(James Ramos and Kaushal Rege)"Silica-Based
Nanoparticles for Biomedical Imaging and Drug Delivery
Applications "(Stephanie A Kramer and Wenbin
Lin)"Carbon Nanotubes in Biomedical Applications
"(Krunal K Mehta, Elena E Paskaleva, Jonathan S
Dordick and Ravi S Kane)"Core-Shell Nanoparticles for
Biomedical Applications "(Mahmoud Elsabahy and Karen
L Wooley)"Structure Activity Relationships for TumorTargeting Gold Nanoparticles "(Erik C Dreaden, Ivan H
El-Sayed and Mostafa A El-Sayed)"Silver Nanoparticles
as Novel Antibacterial and Antiviral Agents "(Stefania
Galdiero, Annarita Falanga, Marco Cantisani, Avinash
Ingle, Massimiliano Galdiero and Mahendra
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Rai)"Magnetic Nanoparticles for Drug Delivery "(Rainer
Tietze, Harald Unterweger and Christoph
Alexiou)"Quantum Dots as a Platform Nanomaterial for
Biomedical Applications "(Eleonora Petryayeva, Roza
Bidshahri, Kate Liu, Charles A Haynes, Igor L Medintz,
and W Russ Algar)""Applications in Therapy: "The
Application of Nanomedicine to Cardiovascular Diseases
"(Kevin M Bardon, Olivier Kister and Jason R
McCarthy)"Nanomedicines for Restenosis Therapy "(J E
Tengood, I Fishbein, R J Levy and M
Chorny)"Nanopreparations for Cancer Treatment and
Diagnostics "(Jayant Khandare, Shashwat Banerjee and
Tamara Minko)"Nanoparticles in the Gastrointestinal
Tract "(Abraham Rubinstein)"Nanopreparations for Oral
Administration "(D Hubbard, D J Brayden and H
Ghandehari)"Nanopreparations for Central Nervous
System Diseases "(Leyuan Xu and Hu
Yang)"Nanoparticles for Dermal and Transdermal
Delivery: Permeation Pathways and Applications
"(Marianna Foldvari, Marjan Gharagozloo and Christine
Li)"Lysosomes and Nanotherapeutics: Diseases,
Treatments, and Side Effects "(Rachel L Manthe and
Silvia Muro)"Nanostructured Biomaterials for Inhibiting
Cancer Cell Functions "(Lijuan Zhang and Thomas J
Webster)"Nanomedicine in Otorhinolaryngology"
The Special Issue “Nanostructured Materials Based on
Noble Metals for Advanced Biological Applications”
highlights the recent progress in gold and silver
nanomaterials preparation/synthesis as well as their
innovative applications in advanced applications, such as
in nanomedicine and nanosensors. It is nowadays
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generally accepted that nanostructured noble metals
allow the production of highly competitive materials. In
fact, a specific design and rather simple and reliable
preparation techniques can be used to obtain optimized
material uses and possibilities for their reusability. One
expects amazing future developments for these
nanotechnologies from research laboratories to key
industrial areas. The Guest Editor and the MDPI staff are
therefore pleased to offer this Special Issue to interested
readers, including researchers, graduate and PhD
students as well as postdoctoral researchers, but also to
the entire community interested in the wide world of
nanomaterials.
Reviews in Plasmonics 2016, the third volume of the new
book series from Springer, serves as a comprehensive
collection of current trends and emerging hot topics in
the field of Plasmonics and closely related disciplines. It
summarizes the year’s progress in surface plasmon
phenomena and its applications, with authoritative
analytical reviews in sufficient detail to be attractive to
professional researchers, yet also appealing to the wider
audience of scientists in related disciplines of
Plasmonics. Reviews in Plasmonics offers an essential
source of reference material for any lab working in the
Plasmonics field and related areas. All academics, bench
scientists, and industry professionals wishing to take
advantage of the latest and greatest in the continuously
emerging field of Plasmonics will find it an invaluable
resource.
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue
"Stimuli-Responsive Gels" that was published in Gels
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The book focuses on novel particulate technologies for
the purpose of drug delivery to humans. Nowadays,
macro and nano-scale particles are being investigated
for targeted delivery of small and large biological
macromolecules. The targeting of drugs can minimize
the dosage regimen and reduces dose related potential
toxicity of drug molecules, which in turn lead to increased
potential compliance. Various types of organic, inorganic
and polymer particles are currently being investigated.
These are attracting the attention of the research
workers in the field of drug delivery science and
technology. This book covers polymersomes, inorganicorganic composites, gold nanoparticles biopolymer and
synthetic polymer particles etc.All aspects of drug
delivery in relation to each technology have been
described including these advances, Easy to read and
understand the content of each chapter Rich in up-todate information regarding their application.
This book is indexed in Chemical Abstracts ServiceSoft
and bio-nanomaterials offer a tremendously rich behavior
due to the diversity and tailorability of their structures.
Built from polymers, nanoparticles, small and large
molecules, peptoids and other nanoscale building blocks,
such materials exhibit exciting functions, either
intrinsically or through the engineering of their
organization and combination of blocks. Thus, it is not
surprising that a variety of challenges, for example, in
energy storage, environment protection, advanced
manufacturing, purification and healthcare, can be
addressed using these materials. The recent advances
in understanding the behavior of soft matter and
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biomaterials are being actively translated into functional
materials systems and devices, which take advantages
of newly discovered and specifically created
morphologies with desired properties. This major
reference work presents a detailed overview of recent
research developments on fundamental and applicationinspired aspects of soft and bio-nanomaterials and their
emerging functions, and will be divided into four
volumes: Vol 1: Soft Matter under Geometrical
Confinement: From Fundamentals at Planar Surfaces
and Interfaces to Functionalities of Nanoporous
Materials; Vol 2: Polymers on the Nanoscale: Nanostructured Polymers and Their Applications; Vol 3: BioInspired Nanomaterials: Nanomaterials Built from
Biomolecules and Using Bio-derived Principles; Vol 4:
Nanomedicine: Nanoscale Materials in Nano/Bio
Medicine.
This third volume in the series represents the
Proceedings of the 3rd International Nanophotonics
Symposium, July 6-8, 2006, Icho-Kaikan, Osaka
University, Osaka, Japan. Over a two-day symposium,
distinguished scientists from around the world convened
to discuss the latest progress in this field and the
conclusions have been summarised in Nano
Biophotonics: Science and Technology. The contents of
this book have been compiled by invited lecturers,
research members of the relevant projects/program, and
some of general participants. The book has 27 chapters
which are classified into 4 parts; nano bio-spectroscopy,
nano bio-dynamics, nano bio-processing, and nano biodevices. * Bridges the gap between conventional
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photophysics & photochemistry and nanoscience *
Continuing the series that focuses on 'hot' areas of
photochemistry, optics, material science and bioscience
Nanoparticles in Pharmacotherapy explores the most
recent findings in how nanoparticles used in
pharmacotherapy, starting with their synthesis,
characterization and current or potential uses. Offering
he book will be a valuable resource of recent scientific
progress, along with most known applications of
nanoparticles on the pharmacotherapy to be used by
researchers, medical doctors and academia individuals.
Functional Materials Processing for Switchable Device
Modulation focuses on the advances of nanofabrication
that underpin emerging technologies, including electronic
devices. The book provides readers with a broad view of
the materials’ perspectives, including historical context
and background, along with future opportunities for smart
electronic and switchable devices. A major focus in the
book is on the research and development of synthetic
materials for spectroscopic analysis which broadly deals
with science and technology of materials on the atomic
and molecular scale. The book reviews the materials and
advances in research for switchable electronics for
bioelectronic, sensing and optoelectronic applications. In
addition, key challenges and emerging opportunities in
innovations in surface modification and novel functional
materials device implementation for industrial scale
reproducibility are discussed. The book covers the
applications and market potential for a variety of media,
including mirrors, glazing/coatings, and display products.
The physics, electrochemistry, device design and
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materials are detailed, with performance compared
between the most relevant and emerging switchable
technologies. Addresses the most interesting advances
in switchable devices for bioelectronics, electronics,
optoelectronics and sensing applications Includes a
special emphasis on materials design, processing and
fabrication of switchable devices to realize large-scale
industry applications Compares the performance of
existing innovative switchable devices Reviews the
remaining barriers to commercialization, along with
opportunities to address these challenges
Noble metal nanoparticles have attracted enormous
scientific and technological interest because of their
unique optical properties, which are related to surface
plasmon resonances. The interest in nanosized metal
particles dates back to ancient societies, when metals
were used in various forms as decorative elements.
From the famous Lycurgus cup, made by the Romans in
the 4th century AD, through thousands of stained
glasses in churches and cathedrals all over medieval
Europe, bright-yellow, green, or red colors have been
obtained by a touch of metallic additions during glass
blowing. This peculiar interaction of light with nanometals
can be widely tuned through the morphology and
assembly of nanoparticles, thereby expanding the range
of potential applications, from energy and information
storage to biomedicine, including novel diagnostic and
therapeutic methods. This book compiles recent
developments that clearly illustrate the state of the art in
this cutting-edge research field. It comprises different
review articles written by the teams of Prof. Luis LizPage 20/23
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Marzán, an international leader in chemical
nanotechnology who has made seminal contributions to
the use of colloid chemistry methods to understand and
tailor the growth of metal particles at the nanoscale.
Apart from synthesis, the book also describes in detail
the plasmonic properties of nanomaterials and illustrates
some representative applications. This book will appeal
to anyone involved in nanotechnology, nanocrystal
growth, nanoplasmonics, and surface-enhanced
spectroscopies.
The book provides experienced as well as young
researchers with a topical view of the vibrant field of soft
nanotechnology. In addition to elucidating the underlying
concepts and principles that drive continued innovation,
major parts of each chapter are devoted to detailed
discussions of potential and already realized applications
of micro- and nanogel- based materials. Examples of the
diverse areas impacted by these materials are
biocompatible coatings for implants, films for controlled
drug release, self-healing soft materials and responsive
hydrogels that react to varying pH conditions,
temperature or light.
This book highlights the evolution of, and novel
challenges currently facing, nanomaterials science,
nanoengineering, and nanotechnology, and their
applications and development in the biological and
biomedical fields. It details different nanoscale and
nanostructured materials syntheses, processing,
characterization, and applications, and considers
improvements that can be made in nanostructured
materials with their different biomedical applications. The
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book also briefly covers the state of the art of different
nanomaterials design, synthesis, fabrication and their
potential biomedical applications. It will be particularly
useful for reading and research purposes, especially for
science and engineering students, academics, and
industrial researchers.
This unique book is the only one to discuss various new
techniques developed to enhance the application of
nanoparticulate drug delivery systems using surface
modification of nanoparticles. The understanding of the
surface characteristics nano-particles is growing
significantly with the advent of new analytical techniques.
Polymer chemistry is contributing to the development of
many new versatile polymers which have abilities to
accommodate many different, very reactive chemical
groups, and can be used as a diagnostic tool, for better
targeting, for more effective therapeutic results as well as
for reducing the toxic and side effects of the drugs.
Surface modification of such polymeric nanoparticles has
been found by many scientists to enhance the
application of nanoparticles and also allows the nano
particles to carry specific drug molecule and disease
/tumor specific antibodies which refine and improve drug
delivery. Surface Modification of Nanoparticles for
Targeted Drug Delivery is a collection essential
information with various applications of surface
modification of nanoparticles and their disease specific
applications for therapeutic purposes.
As nanotechnology has developed over the last two
decades, some nanostructures, such as nanotubes,
nanowires, and nanoparticles, have become very
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popular. However, recent research has led to the
discovery of other, less-common nanoforms, which often
serve as building blocks for more complex structures. In
an effort to organize the field, the Handbook of LessCommon Nanostructures presents an informal
classification based mainly on the less-common
nanostructures. A small nanotechnological encyclopedia,
this book: Describes a range of little-known
nanostructures Offers a unifying vision of the synthesis
of nanostructures and the generalization of rare
nanoforms Includes a CD-ROM with color versions of
more than 100 nanostructures Explores the fabrication of
rare nanostructures, including modern physical,
chemical, and biological synthesis techniques The
Handbook of Less-Common Nanostructures discusses a
classification system not directly related to the
dimensionality and chemical composition of
nanostructure-forming compounds or composite.
Instead, it is based mainly on the less-common
nanostructures. Possessing unusual shapes and high
surface areas, these structures are potentially very
useful for catalytic, medical, electronic, and many other
applications.
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